The enormous resources that the Republicans disposed do not, however, fully account for Bryan"s defeat. Bryan obtained abundant news coverage by touring the nation on the railroad. On four whistle-stop tours of the nation, Bryan gave by his own estimates about 600 speeches to several million citizens. A swarm of reporters followed Bryan"s every move, to the extent that Bryan complained about the lack of privacy.
Bryan later listed the names of dozens of reporters who traveled with the campaign (First
Battle, 612-620). A staff from the Associated Press accompanied Bryan and wired reports of Bryan"s speeches, often including complete texts taken down by shorthand, to newspapers all over the country ("Associated Press;" Bryan, First Battle 612-620).
The Democratic press often reprinted these texts in full (e.g., "Bryan Talks;" "Bryan Back in Nebraska;" "Bryan Defends"). Many Democratic newspapers, especially in the West and South, endorsed Bryan and covered his campaign. Even the Republican "A Cross of Gold" 4 press routinely published excerpts from Bryan"s speeches. 8 Despite the lack of money, Bryan was able to convey his message to the public.
Also, the Democrats complained about unethical Republican campaign tactics.
For example, in a patently political article, the Democratic, pro-silver St. Louis PostDispatch accused Republican Chairman Marcus Hanna of passing out "boodle" to be used "in the different states where voters are to be bought" ("Hanna"s Brazen"). Bryan claimed that factory owners told their workers not to come to work on Wednesday if
Bryan won the election on Tuesday. Bryan further asserted that Democratic employees were often intimidated at work (First Battle, 616-618).
Many of these charges may have been true, although the charge of "boodle" seems to have been unsubstantiated (Glad 169). 9 One too easily forgets, however, that much institutional corruption favored Bryan. the many in all this broad land of ours, than are to be found among the Afro-Americans, and that on the third of November next you will have a practical demonstration of this fact such as you have never before had an opportunity to note" ("Colored Rifles").
On the other hand, there were also reports of African Americans voting en masse for the Democrats under the supervision of their landlords (Lewinson 77-78), and the Populist movement, which was pro-Bryan, also appealed to many African Americans (Lawson 9-10). All in all, Bryan probably profited from the gradual impingement on African American voting in the Deep South. Bryan"s Rhetoric and his Audiences To achieve the Presidency, Bryan had to face two different audiences who held two different sets of expectations: first, the delegates to the Democratic convention, and, second, the general voting public. The prevailing view, that "A Cross of Gold" won Bryan the nomination, may well be correct. Nonetheless, Bryan faced an awkward, if not an impossible, task, in seeking to adapt his rhetoric to both audiences.
Bryan arrived at the Democratic convention trailing Richard Bland in popularity among the delegates ("Silver Fanatics;" ""Twill Be"). Indeed, at the opening of the convention, it was not absolutely certain that Bryan would be credentialed as a delegate ("Paving the Way;" "Just a Bit Shy"). To gain the nomination would require all of the resources and skills at Bryan"s disposal. McKinley knew that he would be nominated before the Republican convention in St. Louis even began ("Silver Will Get;" "Ingalls").
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McKinley could aim all of his efforts at winning in November. Bryan lacked that luxury.
His speech was, as the ensuing argument shows, adapted so specifically to the Silverites who dominated the convention that Bryan either could not adapt, or neglected to adapt, to the national audience at the same time.
In "A Cross of Gold," Bryan used the forms of radical rhetoric, casting the issues into the framework of a contest between the haves and the have-nots. Superficially, bimetallism may appear to be an abstruse economic issue. But Bryan used this issue to symbolize the struggle of the ordinary working American.
The Silver Issue
The thesis of "A Cross of Gold" was that the nation should undertake the free, unlimited coinage of silver, to use as money in addition to the gold-backed currency already in circulation.
The nation was still reeling from the Depression of 1894. The conservative Democratic president, Grover Cleveland, was taking the blame for the economy"s troubles. The nation was rapidly industrializing, particularly in the regions east of the Mississippi and north of the Mason-Dixon Line. Automatic machinery was revolutionizing farming. Farmers had gone into debt to purchase machinery and to enlarge their farms. The depression cut the prices they received for their produce. The depression simultaneously increased the value of the currency in which they were to repay their debts. Squeezed from both ends, the farmers" situation deteriorated rapidly (S. Jones 3-18; Sloan, "American Imperialism" 126; Glad, ch. 4).
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The depression also reduced the output of factories. Many of the factories that made steel, tinplate, and pottery had cut back production and laid off their employees.
Factory workers were beginning to unionize but unions typically faced vigorous, sometimes violent, opposition from industry and government (see, e.g., Krause 12-43;
Wolff 100-126).
A number of political movements sought to solve the nation"s problems by increasing the supply of money, which they argued was not sufficient to meet the needs of the growing nation. The Greenback Party was an example. Their idea was to discontinue retiring the inflationary paper currency left over from the Civil War. The
Greenback Party was not able to triumph, however, and their approach became moot when the last greenbacks were withdrawn from circulation (S. Jones 15).
The free silver movement followed. The free silver movement received a boost, as well as a body of doctrine, from a popular book entitled Coin's Financial School. This entertaining little book attributed the depression to the hoarding of gold money by banks and industrialists. The free silver movement proposed to place more money into circulation by allowing anyone to take raw silver to the mint to be coined. The usual proposal was to coin silver at a ratio of 16 to 1 with gold by weight. This infusion of money would, the Silverites contended, stimulate the economy, halt the deflation of currency, stimulate employment, and relieve the farmers" debt load (S. Jones, ch. 2, esp.
12, 27)
Industrial and banking interests, however, found free silver to be unsavory. The banks in particular entertained no pressing desire to see debts repaid in devalued currency. Industrial interests worried that the Silverites" proposal would be inflationary "A Cross of Gold" 9 because of their fear that it would produce an uncontrolled increase in the money supply (see, e.g., Coletta 206).
Polarization in "A Cross of Gold"
The fundamental point of most radical rhetoric is to advocate a shift in power toward less-favored groups. Radical rhetoricians sometimes reject compromise that might perpetuate the inequalities against which they protest (e.g., Lange 489) or because they are committed to the absolute truth of their views (Darsey 57-58). Furthermore, radical rhetoric may generalize about the "enemy" to unite less-favored groups in opposition to a common oppressor (e.g., Smith 220-221).
The free coinage of silver was a footnote to this broader quality of Bryan"s This can be significant in that it is difficult for an audience to become aroused against an abstraction, such as the nation"s economic system, whereas they can more easily focus their attention on a narrow but more vivid question.
The gold standard served as a flag issue in Bryan"s speech, and thus took on significance far transcending currency standards. The convention delegates focused their energies on free silver. Nonetheless, Bryan"s speech, and the delegates" response to that speech, reflected not just the currency standard, but also the more fundamental issues for which monetary standards were merely symbols. The gold standard became in Bryan"s rhetoric a symbol of the mighty eastern financiers" assault on the American worker.
Thus, the conflict depicted in Bryan"s rhetoric was not really between gold and free silver, but between the rich magnates of the East on the one side and the farmers and The rhetoric of polarization is familiar to radical leaders. The twentieth-century radical organizer Saul Alinsky claims in his book Rules for Radicals that, in a complex society, "it becomes increasingly difficult to single out who is to blame for any particular evil." As a result, it becomes ever more difficult to identify "the enemy." One cannot become angry over an abstraction. For that reason, Alinsky urges radicals to use "personification" and to "freeze the target." Alinsky concludes that "with this focus comes a polarization" (131-133). Indeed, he contends that "life seems to lack rhyme or "A Cross of Gold" 11 reason or even a shadow of order unless we approach it with the key of converses.
Seeing everything in its duality," Alinksy suggests, "we begin to get some dim clues to direction and what it"s all about" (15). As Bryan demonstrated in "A Cross of Gold," these radical tactics of polarization predated its modern terminology.
Yet, a difficulty facing Bryan in making his rhetorical choices is that he did not really advocate a revolution. He sought to rise to power within the American political system, a system in which he firmly believed. His announced intention was to use the political system to bring economic reform to the rural elements and other working class
Americans. Thus, Bryan ran squarely into what Lange calls the "radical"s paradox:"
either the radical"s rhetoric faces rejection on the ground of impracticality, or it is "subsumed" within the existing power structure (Lange 475). Bryan, doubling the paradox, undertook to polarize the nation and to integrate his economic reforms into its political system at the same time.
The Democratic Convention
The Democrats did not know whom they would nominate when they met in Chicago in July 1896. There was no question, however, that their candidate would be pro-silver ("Silver Fanatics"). Several silver candidates were being promoted. Bryan, at the time known as a young newspaper editor and former member of Congress, was frequently mentioned as a dark-horse candidate ("Silver Fanatics;" "Standard Bearer;" Bryan set out to make a sufficient impression to gain the convention"s attention.
Bryan"s speech cast out a net for the true believers: but only for the true believers.
He conveyed the view that the old guard represented by the Gold Democrats and the Republicans stood against the ordinary working person, the "toiling masses," as he called them. Near the beginning of the speech, in language reminiscent of the Civil War, Bryan asserted: "In this contest brother has been arrayed against brother and father against son"
("Bryan"s Great Speech").
Nor was Bryan unaware of the conflict that the money issue created in the East. ." Bryan ridiculed the notion that the prosperity of the rich "will leak through on those below" ("Bryan"s Great Speech").
To further this point, Bryan commented to his audience concerning the argument that free silver was harmful to business: "We say to you that you have made too limited in its application the definition of business man." Bryan then argued that the farmer, the storeowner, the laborer were businesspeople just as were the Eastern tycoons ("Bryan"s
Great Speech"). This passage, which Bryan later claimed to have written the night "A Cross of Gold" 14 before, tied free silver to the interests of the ordinary American (Bryan and Bryan, Memoirs 104-105). At the same time, this passage addressed the claim that free silver would harm business.
It is entirely unclear that free silver per se would have been a great benefit to the storeowner, much less to the factory laborer. Free silver would, nominally, improve the lot of the debtor classes. In Bryan"s speech, however, free silver functioned as a flag issue. Calling attention to the economic contributions of ordinary citizens, Bryan underlined that he stood on their side. Bryan used free silver to show that he stood for the poor, the downtrodden, and the rural. Wood correctly points out that "A Cross of
Gold" does not prove a "causal relationship" between free silver and economic improvement (159). In this speech, however, economic cause and effect arguments, although significant, were not at the center of Bryan"s rhetoric.
Bryan"s compelling rhetoric also attempted to polarize the farmer from the city dweller. The gold delegates had argued that the large cities all favored the gold standard.
Bryan retorted: "I tell you the great cities rest upon these broad and fertile prairies. Burn down your cities," Bryan boasted, "and leave our farms and your cities will spring up again as if by magic. But destroy our farms and the grass will grow in the streets of every city in this country. (Loud applause.)" ("Bryan"s Great Speech"). With such rhetoric, Bryan accented the conflicts within the nation, not its unity.
A frequent element of a successful radical movement is to follow a logical sequence of heightening protest. An audience might consider a rhetorician churlish who begins a movement with confrontation (Bowers, Ochs, and Jensen 19-20; cf. Bowers and
Ochs 18). Confrontation may become more credible when milder discourse has failed. "A Cross of Gold" 15
In the classic form of protest rhetoric, Bryan stressed that the Silverites had already attempted to gain their way by petition and persuasion. Having failed, they were now ready to escalate. "We have petitioned," Bryan said, "and our petitions have been scorned. We have entreated, and our entreaties have been disregarded. We have begged, and they have mocked, and our calamity came." Bryan now moved to a higher challenge: "We beg no longer; we entreat no more; we petition no more. We defy them"
This passage was not an attempt at compromise. It was a call to action, made necessary, Bryan implied, by the failure of rational means of persuasion. Bryan"s rhetoric admitted no common ground. This is the typical approach of the radical, polarizing speaker. Battle, Bryan denied that the campaign had been personal (608). In "A Cross of Gold,"
however, Bryan said that McKinley, who had compared himself to Napoleon, "shudders today when he thinks he was nominated on the anniversary of Waterloo." After a pause for lengthy cheering by the silver delegates, Bryan continued that McKinley heard "the sound of the waves as they beat upon the lonely shores of St. Helena" ("Bryan"s Great Speech").
Near the end of the speech, Bryan revealed the true meaning of his flag issue, free silver. He tied together the constituencies upon which he would base his campaign:
"Having behind us the commercial interests and the laboring interests and all the toiling masses . . ." ("Bryan"s Great Speech"). Thus, Bryan claimed unity with those who supported him. To support free silver was, symbolically, to express his loyalty to these
groups. Yet he also implied his opposition to other constituencies. During the entire speech prior to this point Bryan had gone out of his way to deny his appeal to industrial interests, and to the East, and to the cities.
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Responses to the Speech
The convention voted on its nomination a day after "A Cross of Gold." Support for Bland began to disintegrate after the second ballot, leading to Bryan"s nomination on the fifth ballot ("Bryan the Candidate;" Heiss, "Bland Losing"). Seemingly only the flipflopping Wall Street Journal missed out on predicting Bryan"s nomination after his speech, claiming that "Bryan has had his day" ("Chicago Convention," 10 July 1896).
The statements of various witnesses are consistent with the prevailing scholarly opinion that attributes Bryan"s nomination, in whole or part, to "A Cross of Gold" (Reid Bryan"s audience at the convention consisted almost entirely of Democrats, the majority of whom were strongly pro-silver from the outset. Russell, the pro-gold speaker who addressed the convention just before Bryan, admitted in a seemingly rueful tone that "The time for debate is past. I am conscious . . . painfully conscious that the mind of this convention is not and has not been Open to Argument" ("Still Nothing"). For Bryan to persuade such an audience depended, in part, on demonstrating to them that he was the party"s most committed and effective advocate of free silver. "A Cross of Gold" seems particularly designed to achieve this goal. The national audience, on the other hand, inevitably represented greater diversity in composition and opinion, and the rhetorical strategies that Bryan employed at the convention may not have been the ones best calculated to persuade the nation as a whole. Polarization more often is a strategy for "A Cross of Gold" 22 energizing true believers; it is not a technique to persuade the masses. By pursuing a strategy of polarization, Bryan made himself the darling of the Silverites, but failed to adapt his speech to the national audience.
